
LINKEDIN EVENTS 
OVERVIEW 

Lesson:

EVENT NAME

Posts can be made by the organizer and attendees to
share ideas, images, and videos about the event
within the feed. The organizer can also upload
documents to the event feed to share with attendees.

NOTE: Posts made within the event feed can only be
viewed by other attendees.

Public events can be found through search or by direct URL. All
information is visible to the public and any LinkedIn member can engage
with the event (comment, share, attend, invite others, etc). 

Private events are only visible to LinkedIn members the organizer
explicitly invites and through the event page URL link. You can select to
allow your invites to send invitations to their connections on LinkedIn.
NOTE: With this privacy setting, anyone other than your invited
connections and member referrals will need to be approved by the Event
Organizer to be added to the attendee list.

Within your existing network (or page following) you can choose to
have the event shared to your followers with certain attributes. If the
amount is too small, you will receive the message shown to the right.
You can add more attributes, or, if you do not have at least 300
followers, you will need to share the post to your entire network.

WHAT IS A LINKEDIN EVENT 
You can create LinkedIn events for in person meet ups and virtual events
from company pages as well as personal LinkedIn accounts.

POST WITHIN THE GROUP

Once a LinkedIn member marks "Attend," the attendee list becomes public to them. 
This offers a great opportunity for the group to connect with one another before the
event.

THE ATTENDEE LIST 

EVENT PRIVACY 

PUBLIC EVENT SHARE OPTION: TARGETED AUDIENCE

IMPORTANT: Where you create the event determines the options of who
the host can be. If done from the home page, you can choose between
your personal account or an associated page. The event organizer cannot
be changed once the event has been created.

HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES

NOTE: Invitation requests are received in the user's network inbox, not in their
notifications.

INVITE REQUEST ACCEPT TO VIEW ATTENDEE LIST

ACCESS TO ACCOUNTS OF ATTENDEES


